The annihilation reaction e + + e − →ρ + ρ is considered. The constraint on time-like ρ-meson form factors from the measurement done by the BaBar collaboration at √ s = 10.5 GeV is analyzed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hadron and meson electromagnetic form factors (FFs) provide important information about the structure and the internal dynamics of these systems. They have been object of extended experimental studies, since many decades. Presently, new facilities and detectors allow to reach high precision and to access new kinematical regions. A particle of spin S is characterized by 2S + 1 electromagnetic FFs. The case of deuteron, which has spin one, has been largely discussed in the literature. The individual determination of the three deuteron FFs requires the measurement of the differential cross section and at least one polarization observable, usually the tensor polarization, t 20 , of the scattered deuteron in unpolarized ed scattering. Data on the three deuteron FFs, charge G C , quadrupole G Q and magnetic G M are available up to a momentum transfer squared Q 2 = 1.9 GeV 2 [1] . They are best described by a model based on a six quarks hard core and a meson cloud [2] . They contradict, surprisingly, QCD predictions, even at the largest Q 2 value experimentally reached which corresponds to internal distances smaller than the nucleon dimension.
The time-like (TL) region, accessible through annihilation reactions, is expected to bring a new insight to FFs. As the measurement of deuteron FFs in TL region is beyond the present experimental possibilities, it is interesting to measure the electromagnetic FFs of the ρ-meson, which has also spin one. The most simple reaction which contains information on TL ρ-meson FFs is the annihilation of an electron-positron pair into a ρ + ρ − pair. This question has been discussed in a previous work [3] . Following a model independent formalism developed for spin-one particles in Ref. [4] , the differential (and total) cross sections and various polarization observables were calculated in terms of the electromagnetic FFs of the corresponding γ * ρρ current. The elements of the spin-density matrix of the ρ−meson were also calculated.
The estimation of the observables was done on the basis of a simple VMD parametrization for ρ-meson FFs. The parameters were adjusted in order to reproduce the existing theoretical predictions in SL region [5] where the ρ−meson electromagnetic FFs were calculated, both in covariant and light-front formalisms with constituent quarks. The parametrization was then analytically extended to the TL region. Since that time, the BaBar collaboration has detected four pions identifying the e + +e − → ρ + +ρ − reaction [6] . The results have been given in terms of helicity amplitudes. The purpose of this work is to give the correspondence between our formalism and the helicity amplitudes and to evaluate the constraint that this unique experimental data point sets on our parameters. Relating our description of the where the experiment has been done.
II. FORMALISM
Let us consider the transition:
where
and M is the ρ−meson mass. We consider this transition in the center of mass system (CMS) of the two ρ−mesons. The 4-momenta of the considered particles are
where W = q 2 , E( p) is the ρ−meson energy (momentum). Let us choose the z axis along the vector p, i.e., along the ρ + −meson momentum. Then the helicity wave functions of the particles are:
where ǫ
2µ ) are the wave functions of the virtual photon and of the ρ − (ρ + )-meson with helicity λ.
As the ρ-meson is a spin-one particle, its electromagnetic current is completely described by three FFs. Assuming P-and C-invariance of the hadron electromagnetic interaction, this current can be written as [7] :
where 
or, inversely:
The standard FFs have the following normalizations:
The matrix element of the γ
Let us define the following helicity amplitudes
where λ 1 = λ ρ + , λ 2 = λ ρ − and λ = λ γ * . We have λ = λ 1 − λ 2 and, therefore, F 1−1 = F −11 = 0 since the virtual photon has spin one. From symmetry properties it follows that F −1−1 = F 11 and F 10 = F 01 = F −10 = F 0−1 and we are left with only three independent helicity amplitudes. Let us choose the following ones: F 00 , F 10 and F 11 .
The following relation between these amplitudes and the ρ−meson FFs holds:
The value of the total cross section was evaluated in Ref.
[6] √ s = 10.58 GeV, after extrapolating beyond the experimental acceptance: σ = (19.5 ± 1.6 (stat) ± 3.21 (syst)) fb.
The BaBar experiment measured also the ratio of the moduli squared of three independent amplitudes at √ s = 10.58 GeV: 
where the following normalization was used:
We are left with three unknown FFs and three independent values (two independent ratios measured in the experiment and the normalization condition). Thus, we can constrain the values of three FFs (moduli) at one q 2 value where the experiment was done.
The total cross section of e + + e − → ρ + + ρ − [3] can be written in terms of helicity amplitudes as:
The value of the total cross section extracted from Ref. [3] is one order of magnitude larger: σ = 201 fb. This gives an overall rescaling factor of 0.011±0.002 GeV 2 , which should be applied to the amplitudes extracted from parametrization [3] . The error is calculated by propagating the experimental error on the cross section extracted from the experiment.
In our notations, Eq. (10) reads as
In Ref. [3] , the electromagnetic FFs for the ρ-meson were parametrized in order to reproduce the predictions from Ref. [5] in the space-like region 1 :
1 Note that the square in the denominator of the expression for G C was missing in Ref. [3] , Eq. (38).
The parameters: A = 1, B=0.33 have been fixed in order to reproduce the node of G C (q 2 = −3 GeV 2 ) predicted by Ref [5] , and m C = 1.34 GeV, m M = 1.42 GeV, m Q = 1.51 GeV have been determined by fitting the theoretical calculation. They have the meaning of masses for the particles (mesons) carrying the interaction.
The extension of the model to TL region was made by analytical continuation, introducing an imaginary part through widths for the particles. This leads to the following parametrization:
with the following result for √ s = 10.58 GeV:
and |G M | 2 = 5.186 · 10 −7 . The effect of the width was illustrated in Ref. [3] by comparing two values : 1% and 10% of the corresponding mass. At large q 2 this effect is negligeable.
Keeping A and B fixed, we can re-adjust the mass parameters, such that the helicity amplitudes obtained from this parametrization coincide with those measured in the BaBar experiment (Fig. 1) .
The difference between the old and the present parametrization due to the experimental constraint is shown in Fig. 2 , where the moduli of the three FFs are illustrated as a function of q 2 . The overall relative effect is small and essentially lower than an order of magnitude.
In the present case we used 10% width.
Note, that two solutions are possible for m C and m Q , which can not be disentangled: the two sets ot parameters denoted as (I) and (II) in Table I , are strictly equivalent as far as the values of the amplitudes ratio and the cross section at √ s = 10.58 GeV are concerned, although the corresponding FFs may be different as illustrated in Fig. 3 in an extended q 2 -range.
III. CONCLUSION
Using the parametrization of the electromagnetic current for γ * ρρ vertex in terms of three complex FFs, we compared the helicity amplitudes with the experimental value given by the [
[3] BaBar collaboration.
We used a simple model for the ρ meson FFs, which reproduce a calculation in SL region based on covariant and light-front frameworks with constituent quarks [5] and analytically continued to the TL region.
In frame of VMD models, the absolute value of the amplitudes is very sensitive to the presence, the position and the width of resonances. Therefore it is interesting to compare the previous calculation with an experimental result, which is available. Note that the dominance of helicity conserving amplitudes in gauge theory [8] implies the following ratios for the FFs of spin one bound states:
In the considered case (τ = 46.53), it implies: G C : G M : G Q = −30 : 2 : −1 which is consistent with the parametrization from [3] . However, after applying the normalization factor to the amplitudes, the following ratios have been extracted, at the corresponding Therefore, as pointed out in Ref. [6] , the experimental value suggests that either helicity conservation does not apply or different reaction mechanisms contribute to the ρ production in the present kinematical range.
Whereas we can not draw any conclusion on the validity of the Q 2 dependence of our parametrization, the present comparison validates our simple approach as far as the absolute value of the cross section is concerned. Moreover, the individual helicity amplitudes can be 
